
Bavaria out!  German state wants
Brexit-like  ESCAPE  from  Merkel
and Brussels’ rule
At least one-third of the largest German state wants to gain independence from
Berlin and Brussels, a new poll shows.

The poll, published by the newspaper Bild, shows that 32% of the Free State of
Bavaria wants to get away from the central power of Chancellor Angela Merkel
and her European Union allies.

The Chairman of the Bayernpartei (Party of Bavaria) told RT UK that the state
should be allowed to make its own decision independently from Berlin.

“We believe that Bavaria should be together and should decide its own economic
situation, its own democratic situation, its own cultural situation.”

Weber explained that Bavaria doesn’t have the influence it deserves considering
its size and the number of inhabitants.

“Now we are ruled by Berlin or Brussels. These people decide over the people of
Bavaria and we have no influence in the so-called European Parliament. We have
only 13 members for Bavaria. Greece, which has fewer inhabitants, has about 25.”

According to 2015 estimates, nearly 13 million people live in Bavaria compared to
the 11 million who live in the whole of Greece.

Also speaking to RT UK, map maker Michael Hofman said: “Bavaria is a brand.
And to me is a better brand compared than Germany. It tastes better, it smells
better.”

Bavaria is well-known internationally thanks to the annual Oktoberfest held in
Munich.

In January 2017 the German Supreme Court clamped down attempts to organise a
“Bayexit” referendum, claiming that in Germany single states are not “masters of
the Constitution.”
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“Therefore there is no room under the constitution for individual states to attempt
to secede. This violates the constitutional order.”

The Bayernpartei said the matter would not be settled by a court but by “the will
of the Bavarians.”

Source: http://www.express.co.uk/news/world/837811/Merkel-Germany-Brussels-r
ule-Bavaria-exit-from-European-Union-Brexit-video
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